
LSAT Minutes 
Monday, March 15, 2021 5:00-6:00pm – Summer Acceleration Planning 
 
Present: Krughoff, Knight, Bradshaw, Johnson, Nelson, Robinson, Parker, Varhall, Greer, Posey, Reina, Simbana 
 
Absent: Brown, Dailey 

I. Welcome, Principal Krughoff 
A. Summer Acceleration Planning 

1. Cleveland will be using the data to offer Summer Acceleration Programming seats to 
students who fall in the categories of below basic and basic 

2. Cleveland will invite 1 cohort of students per grade level pre-K3 through grade 5 

a) This puts us offering spots to 20% of our students 

b) Per Mayor Bowser they are removing the cohort limitations, no further 
information is available as this was announced 3/15 (day of this meeting) 

c) Parker asks will we invite everyone or will we stick with the data, Krughoff replies 
Cleveland will stick to the targeted students with the most need 

3. Cleveland is planning a full-day 3-week program 

a) July 12-July 30th 

4. Simbana asks if students who fall into the categories don’t feel comfortable returning IPL 
how can we service those students, Krughoff responds potentially some teachers may do 
summer acceleration virtually 

5. DCPS has provided summer SEL curriculum and summer thematic curricular units for 
every grade ECE through 5th. The units are connected to units that we be taught in the upcoming 
traditional school year. The primary focus in on literacy.   

a) Robinson asks if the students will be Tier 2 and 3 students why are the units based 
on incoming grade level? Parker adds on asking if we are required to use the DCPS 
provided curriculums, Krughoff replies schools have creative license.  

6. The Literacy Lab will partner and offer tutors during the summer 

a) Cleveland should be able to offer 10% of our students (separate from the 20% 
listed above) 

7. The YMCA may also bring in programming.  

8. Inner-core teachers Parker (PE), Bailey (PE), and McConner (Science) are going to be part 
of the summer program. 

9. Varhall asks if a family requests a spot for summer programming what should teachers 
say, Krughoff replies take down the information and communicate the request to the Summer 
Leadership Team  

10. Bradshaw says she is still concerned about the safety, she feels there is not 6-feet 
between each student because Cleveland’s classrooms are so small. Bradshaw asks can we make 
sure to use the large classrooms, Krughoff replies they will use best available space.  

 



II. Term 4 Updates 
1. Term 4 begins April 19th 

2. We are a small school with limited personnel therefore our programming will not shift 
much from Term 3 to Term 4 

3. Cleveland will keep 4/5 IPL SPED room and the CARE rooms from Term 3 intact 

4. Principal Coffee is next Tuesday, March 23rd 8:00-8:30am 

5. Simbana suggests doing an LSAT or parent survey to determine Cleveland’s families’ 
interest for SY 21-22, Bradshaw seconds the suggestion. Krughoff replies we should do a survey 
in early May.  

6. Reina suggests LSAT report to DCPS that Cleveland doesn’t have interest for Term 4, 
majority of LSAT members nodded in agreement, Krughoff replies she needs to meet with K 
teachers before making a change to current plan 

7. Simbana suggests offering meet-ups for groups who will not be looping to meet their 
teachers prior to August 2021.  

III. Next Meeting: Wednesday, March 31st 5pm 
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